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In many cases the bells revolve in order to allow a better distribution of 

the materials in the furnaces.    In each successive charge,  the entire 

operation is repeated in a similar manner. 

At the same time that these raw materials are being charged into 

the furnace stack,  a large quantities of preheated air (1800° F. ) are 

being blown into the lower part of the furnace through a number of 

inlets called tuyeres.    The resultant heat at the bottom of the furnace 

begins to burn the coke which in turn generates additional amounts of 

heat and gas.   The heat and gas tend to rise up through the furnace stack 

and as they do they come into contact with additional quantities of coke, 

ore and limestone which is then reduced into a spongy mass of iron.   As 

the material at the bottom of the furnace reaches a temperature of about 

3500° F. , the iron which is then in a molten state begins to drop into 

the furnace hearth.    Slag, which is a product of the interaction of lime- 

stone, coke ash and material other than pure pig iron, is also formed 

in the process.    This matter is considerably lighter than the iron and 

will float at the top of the molten material from which point it can be 

separated from the pig iron.    Firgure 2 illustrates the process. 

The pig iron and slag are tapped from the furnace hearth by meant 

of the Up hole for iron and the cinder notch for slag.    The cinder notches, 

there are usually two, are higher than the tap hole because the slag floats 

on the top of the iron. 
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Figure 2 
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The modern bias» furnace i• -ell *• i.*uil!v "» ftceis of 100 fer» tall. 

The general de*ign of »he turnice ein be divtdrd >n»o lour part«:    the 

furnace top,  the ?tack,  »he bosh and the hearth.    The tap ha» already been 

described. 

The stack is that part of the furnace which risei from the mantle to 

the furnace top.     .t is a steel jacke»,  cy ¿ndric*! in shape and hned with 

refractory brick in order to protect i» from rap.d *»-âr due to the intense 

heat and pressure   and friction o* the burden a* it moves downward.    The 

lines of the stack on most modern furnace* are tapered from bottom to 

top to give added strength and durability to the structure.    Further,  this 

design allows the furnace burden to move downward toward the hearth 

with minimum danger of burden separation which can cause dangerous 

'»blow outs. "   The mantle which is the widest part of the furnace is 

surrounded by a bustle pipe through which the heated air is forced and 

from the bustle the hot air is fed into the tuyeres and then into the 

furnace.    The number of tuyeres per furnace differs to some extent, 

but in general the number will be between 18 and 24 depending on 

particular furnace requirements and designs. 

Below the mantle and the bustle pipe is the bosh, which it Upered 

from top to bottom on the inverse of the sfack design.    However, th« 

bosh is much shorter in length than the stack, i. e., only about 15 

feet on the modern furnace.    The angle of the bosh is usually about 

79 to 83 degrees, and is so constructed in order to allow an ea»y skrwnward 
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into the ifigc» moid*.    Figure   3       represents «» ciuss section of a typical 

open hearth plan»,  together with à closrup of the furnace section.     Figure 

represent! a ero»»  section of the furnace. 

Ota the charging s:de of the furnace,  there are two sets of parallel 

rail track».    The first of the»«-, wh.ch i» of»en of nirrjw gauge and is 

cloeest to the furnace door«  i» de«,gn-tl to carry charging boxes which 

load scrap ine other item*  ¡nto the !urn*c#       The second and wider gauge 

is designed to tarry the charging machine.     The charging machine is 

weed to ihêf|t solid m*t*rn!i »uc h at »crap    iron ore and limestone 

into the fur Afte«.    These are loaded into th« charging boxes in the scrap 

yard.    The bo»*s are then plat« o«% small rail cars called charge buggies 

«Ad m&vmé i»i« posino* m fr@nt ©f th« fur »ace doors by means of a loco- 

mMtv«.     The •>•« and capacity of charge homes will differ in accordance 

«itti the eise *>i the epe« hearth turAacee.     When the charge boxes are 

in *«e*t»«i m free*« mi the imwmmf which is a*«*** to be charged,  the 

etoc«»T«*Mv «perated « h«rgi»§ wfes« hi«« i« i*w*%ed into position behind 

MIMA      TA« art* #1 th« »Mrgmg «Rath**« t* tfc*A «steaded and pick» up 

the *hargnm »«in MM A* a t>»Ae.     fhe ktam is thrust through the opened 

§**A*4« d*««# «Ad ite tes*«*** dumped <•*• *h* furAece.    The machine 

»<ee «A« thAfgWAg h*»* «A the e**gg # «Ad pues up and charges 

MM) mm •»#«*•« i» tV.I.     The «H*mWr »I »era» boxee which 

ate «»« MAA» a tWtA*«« mat »*»» • esM.d»r*Alf «IME IS dependent cm the 

»tee «4 Mke §•#*•*• »* «eel *• ih* tAafga»Ag frettate »I the particular plant. 
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amount of scrap used compared with the amount of pig iron are the relative 

costs of each material.    When the price of scrap is low,   increasing amounts 

of it will be used and,   for this reason,   scrap must be recognized as an 

important raw material in the steelmaking process.    Fortunately,  a steel 

mill generates a certain amount of scrap from its own operations.    Ingot, 

bloom,  slab and billet cropping», arid s.de trimmings of plates and strip, 

at well as broken ingot molds are all important sources of scrap which 

can be re-melted in the open hearth furnace. 

The melting process usually begins with the reduction of the scrap 

charge which is put into the furnace first.    This part of the charge should 

be melted as quickly as possible to prevent the waste of fuel and loss of 

oxygan from the hearth area.    The scrap must be heated to a temperature 

equal to or greater than the temperature of the hot metal charge in order to 

prevent a loss of heat from within the hot metal.    The use of roof oxygen 

lances has been a major factor in bringing about a sizeable reduction in 

the time required to bring the scrap charge to the proper temperature and 

éegree of oxidation.     The tune required to melt the »crap charge may vary 

from onm to two hours depending on furnace conditions and whether or not 

oxygen is used. 

One« the scrap is sufficiently melted,  the molten pig iron is charged 

into the open hearth.    At this time,  a series of chemical reactions begins 

tfcat first reduce the silicon and manganese which eventually form part 

of the open hearth slag.    The oxidation of carbon begins as these former 

material« are removed from the "steel, " and gradua'ly the phosphorous 
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i. opined.     The removal of phosphorous was one of the major factors 

• nun brought about the gradual replacement of Bessemer converters with 

the op«» h**rth,  for the Bessemer process was unable to reduce high 

pto.pttorou» »ron sufficiently.    Gradually, the carbon content of the "steel" 

». recced,  and as this occurs the temperature of the heat rises.    The 

finti refining bring, about a more e empiete reduction of carbon,   sulphus 

and phosphorous, and the   heat W considered finished when the carbon 

«ont.nt and other element, are in accord with desired specifications. 

Through the use of modern specialised open hearth instruments,  the 

«perator can readily tell when the required specifications have been 

reac h#4. 

The Ume required to compiete a heat of steel in an open hearth fur- 

nace may differ substantially from one furnace to another depending 

«pon the general condition of the furnace, the percent of scrap in the 

chnfg«, the sise of the heat, the d-sired composition and, most impor- 

tant, whether or not oxygen is used as a supplementary fuel.    A typical 

farnace without oxygen would require about nine to ten hours to complete 

the process, while a similar furnace with oxygen would require only 

•bout sia and a half to seven hours to finish the operation.    Thus the 

use of oxygen in the open hearth has been one of the most significant 

factors in bringing about increased open hearth productivity within the 

past decade. 

When the steel in the open hearth reach.« the desired temperature. 
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composition and grade:  the tapping hole at the back side is opened.    5ince 

this hole is at the bottom of the hearth,   steel which is heavier than slag will 

flow out before the slag wiich will tend to remain at the top of the molten 

mass.    As the molten steel flows into the waiting ladle,  alloying or other 

materials may be added in accordance with the desired end product.    When 

the open hearth is emptied,  the ladle holding tie steel is lifted into position 

over the rows of ingot molds. 

In producing steel,  the open hearth furnace uses the principles of 

reverberation and regeneration in order to develop and maintain the 

necessary temperatures within the furnace.    As the charge rests in the 

hearth area, a flame is passed over it, and heats both the charge and the 

furnace roof which is relatively close to the hearth.    Part of the heat 

required to reduce the charge is provided by radiation from the heated 

roof.    Thus the furnace roof must be constructed of sturdy refractory 

brick in order to withstand the intensity of the heat.    Further, when an 

oxygen lance is used, the roof is also subjected to splashing of hot metal 

which causes added and more rapid wear of the roof area.    Because of 

these circumstances, basic brick is often used for the open hearth roof 

refractory if excessive shutdowns for maintenance and rebuilding are 

to be avoided 

The process employs a regenerative principle when the hot gases 

from fuel combustion are put through the regenerative chambers at 



either end of the furnace.     These regeneran   e    h^mkri    ont*in (ht< her 

brick« which are arranged in such a way that the gases pat» through them 

so that a part of their heat will be absorbed by the » het her britk.     The 

cold air needed for the continuation of the combustion process is admitted 

into these regenerative chambers and will be heated to sufficient temper- 

ature by contact with the checkers and the hot gas.     By r« versing the 

direction of the gas flow periodically {about every  I
E

» minutes) the temper- 

are of the flame can be maintained or in< reased.     The cherker arrange- 

ment and the flow of air and gases in the open hearth are shown in the 

furnace cross section in Figure 4. 

Open hearth steelmaking has been at the heart of the steel industry for 

the past 50 years.    The process is proven,  it is dependable and it is 

efficient.    However, with the advent of the basic oxygen process,  the 

open hearth is beginning to lose favor among the world steel producers. 

It appears likely that the open hearth will be gradually replaced by the 

newer and more productive oxygen converters. 



ih*  R*Mfm»r StyeimAfcin| **r• >y»« • 

The íir.t t>ro*«i • f*l*> « ommer* *«l mrth-wt -I *t##i manufa* tur* •*• thr 

B«,,^«, prmcii whu h get»  it» Mm» from on*  <>í »»»  inventor«,   Henr> 

Kes.emer,  a*» Englishman.    The pmciii,  which wat almo« the e*c»u.iv«. 

method nf steel manifatture prior t.. the turn of »he . ent.irv.   hai     .-r\ 

limited commercial use today.    Ingenerai,  thr protest r,miiti in l.Wm- 

ing atmospheric *ir whuh.n »omo «atea is «lightly rnruhed with pure 

oxygen, through a charge of molten pig iron and «mall amounts of .crap. 

The prore.« generates sufficient heat to r, duct- the foreign elements in 

the charge,   for when the air is blown through the molten pig iron which 

is already at 2300 degrees F,   the oxygen in the. air c omhines with the 

carbon,  silicon and manganese in the charge and this generates tempera- 

ture. 300 to 500 degrees F in excess of the molten pig iron temperature. 

A typical Bessemer plant is usually constructed close enough to a 

bla.t furnace so that the molten pig iron may be easily transferred to a 

hot metal mixer by a rail transfer car.    The molten pig iron is stored in 

the hot metal mixer prior to it. being charged into the converter.    The 

iron is poured from the mixer into a ladle and then charged directly 

into the converter.    The converter is equipped with a wide mouth at the 

top, and i. con.tructed in such a way that it may te   tilted to allow the 

molten pig iron to be easily charged into the vessel.    Once the molten 

pig iron ha. been charged into the converter,  it is return-d to an 

upright position and the air blast is turned on and the operation begins. 
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figure 4a <t#ptrts * typ». al   Ikiifmn pUnt and  Figure S   illustrate«  the 

iW»-»em#r cotn-erter. 

When the process i» completed,   mmi additions to the molten steel 

may H* m*d€ as the metal it being poured from the converter into a 

ladle for transfer to the ingot pouring area.    At this pouring area, an 

overhead crane lift» the ladle from the transfer car and the content» are 

poured iato the waiting ingot molds. 

The Bessemer converter itself is a pear shaped steel vessel    which 

is lined with clay and refractory brick.    The converter is constructed 

so that there is an air chamber below the surface on which the molten 

metal rests.    The top of the air chamber has a number of tuyeres or 

air holes through which the air is blown into the charge of pig iron. 

The converter is supported by two trunions which allow the vessel to 

tilt. One of these trunions is usually hollow and is connected to the 

blowing engines in such a way that the air blast may be blown through 

this hollow pipe into the wind box and ultimately into the charge of pig 

iron. 

Typical Bessemer converters range in siae from 50 to 30 tons per 

heat.   On a 15 ton converter, air is blown in at a pressure of 15 pounds 
1 

per square inch and at a rate of 25,000 to 35,000 cubic feet per minute. 

1.    American Iron and Steel Institute,  The Making of Steel. New York, 
1964, p. 47. 
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This combination of pressure and heat causes rapid wear of the furnace 

bottom and,   consequently,   the bottom must be replaced about every 20 

heats. 

The actual steelmaking operation begins after the pig iron has been 

charged and the air blast has been turned on.    At this point the reduction 

of silicon and manganese begins,  a result of the manner in which these 

elements combine with the oxygen in the air.    As these elements burn 

off,  the temperature of the heat rises and the reduction of carbon begins. 

A» the various elements burn off,  bright flames and sparks burst from 

the open mouth of the vessel.    From the color and intensity of the flames, 

the operator can tell what stage the process has reached and when the 

flames subside the operator shuts off the air blast and the heat is completed. 

The time period during which the air blast is on may vary from 10 to 15 

minutes depending to a large extent on whether oxygen enriched air is 

used. 

When the air blast is shut off, additions may be made to the heat either 

while the metal is in the vessel or while it is being poured into the transfer 

ladle.    Some form of manganese is often added to reduce any remaining 

iron oxide, and other additions may be made in accordance with the desired 

grade and composition of the steel.    When the steel has been poured into 

the transfer ladle,  the slag is then removed from the vessel and the 

process is repeated. 



The   Besttmer  « on- erte r   «'iffer* ír<*m  i#-#r*i «à»r#4   fe»**-*•***• * 

Foremost Among these is it* inability tn rim»-»  r»Lèfi*ei?  Uff* **•*•-»»**# 

of phosphorous *rvd sulphur  from  the pig lrfxfi     Harge       I*i-»§,   •%** 

Bessemer steelmaking facilities are used,   the «rs and * este *e**î t« *%a»*» * 

facture pig iron must Have A tow phosphorous a»** st<*.iph%*r    «**t*w*.   * f «#» - 

dition which is not always easy to meet.     Another eaesdvantege     I »> #- 

process is the fact that it cannot be as  readily    »«trolled *i * *« the »f»*« 

hearth and other steelmaking processes.    This factor i*e< omii ess*- »auf 

acute when specialty steels ar« mad«.     The fait that the  rWssemer     *m 

verter uses only about a 10 percent scrap < harge may also he a 4á**f   tntag* 

in many instances,  for it will require additional blast furnace f<si> ity. 

However,  in periods of scrap shortages and high scrap prices this way 

become an advantage. 

Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of the  Bessemer cee»vert«r stems 

from the use of air a* a fuel.    Air contains about •# percent nitrogen e*d 

a certain amount of this is left in the steel causing it to ft*«-«*.« brittle 

under cold working conditions.    This was the pricnápal reason why the 

Bessemer rail was replaced by the open hearth rail,  for in the winter 

Bessemer rails had a tendency to break and crack when fast,  h*a* w 

trains passed over them. 

Perhaps the single most important advantage of the Bessemer pre*-«** 

when compared with other steelmaking facilities is its reUUvely It*» 

investment cost.    Further,  the »peed with wfeech eieel can IM I*U»«U  Hatee) 
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1%*  fi* «i    Ot»**- Sf«im*h»n§ Froc«»» 

• „*,    I »tatlma.iag.   ü *a» ga.na-4 rapid • < captane« by th» world »teel 

.-.•.»•M  • •  «a ».^.- *i **** "igni- efficient manner of »teel production. 

IM |r#ü a»d.ÜgEJ*».!»»«»-'1   "P"" th<*1 *"* ^"Hrt-wiHi. productive 

«•»• «il» an awAtiotial M.000. 000 tont of capacity planned in th« n»«ar 

f«,*r«.     Bast*   »••§•» »teelma*»n| plant» ere now m operation in 26 

. «Mtfiti.   IR« l»*ng virtually every  it*«! pr.ni.i* ing country oí any ci :on- 

»*«/*•*«« m the world, 

Ait**n.gn tMr« are a number of • ome'vhat different batte  oxygan 

ro,    tH* »oil generally uicd i» the L-D type which t» essentially 

a ^oAftcatiofi of th* Hes.err. r converter.    The L-D (taken from Linz- 

D-*a«tta,  tha location« in Austria where the proce». wii developed) and 

»••••mar pro**»»«» both produce «teel by pneumatic   conversion and 

M« ^»»aU »»rtiilat in »hap« and de.ign,  but while the Be.semer proce.« 

preéwca» «t««l fcy blowing atmospheric air through the bottom of the ve.«el, 

thm L-D converter introdwc es high purity o*ygen into the bath by mean« 

of a^ o*yg«n lance which is Inserted in an opening atop the vessel.    The 

lauca i» walar cooled and it» aise i» determined by the size of the converter 

*«4 th« de.ir.d heat time.    The omygen i» blown downward on the surface 

1.    ite* aaval >*•«* Engwr,  November 1964, 
,j.nn   Tun li     »in n——^P—» 
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of the molten pig iron contained in the vessel,   producing a violent re- 

action between the oxygen and the bath at the spot where the oxygen stream 

impinge! on the bath surface.    An area of central reaction is created 

and unwanted elements oxidize and are carried off in the form of gas or 

slag.    Because the metallurgical reaction originates at this one spot, 

the L-D process differs fundamentally from all other steelmakmg processes 

in which the metallurgical reactions take place in the bath proper or are 

spread over Urge areas.    In the L-D process,  the metallurgical reactions 

are circulated to and from the point of central reaction by the kinetic 
1 

energy of the oxygen stream and by the reaction gaees which are produced. 

A typical basic oxygen vessel is illustrated in Figure 6. 

Types of Basic Oxygen Processes 

In the discussion that follows oí basic oxygen process and the equip- 

ment used,  major emphasis will be placed on the L-D typ« baeic oxygen 

method of »teelmaking since, as has been noted, this is the moet widely 

used basic oxygen process in the United States.    The use of high purity 

oxygen, however, has given rise to the development of several new 

steelmaking processes which are in part variations of the L-D method. 

These are used to some extent on an industrial acale in a number of the 

steel producing nations.    They include: 

1.    Top-blown oxygen-converter processes, including the L-D 

process and its modifications, which employ technically 

1.   SU ESS,  "Production of Steel by the Oxygen-Impingement Processes, 
Iron and Steel Engineer,  1950, pp.  149-150. 
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pur« oxygen in a vessel which is held stationary during 

the blow.    The L-D process was initially used for low 

phosphorous iron (up to 0. } percent or 0. 4 percent 

phosphorous content) and for common-grade carbon 

steels, but modi fi rati ort s of th* process have made it 

•»¿table for the fanwereiow of high-phoeph©reus as well a 

i— - phosphorus iron and have in* rea sed ite application 

In ta* Wa* a graaler vmm^rmt ed tredMl grades MM 

fw iiBJil^atxms nf the L0»r*»t#i have 

pe« el ble Mb« § w*ff-mm> «4 high »hi sphs t e >•• àrea»« 

Mb* L-D - A«€ a*d t  D • P»ian#ei prn*eseea 

w»W   ww   IMP    W 

In fan L  D •  AC «ha hnj% la 

t,  tba *#a «J 

•4 the i 

fra*»«    I ia s s »ii «ita, aast V 
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The L-D - A. C which usually require» a double ilu»h 

oí slag hat been the most widely applied of the two modi- 

fication*.    In the United States the straight L-D process 

has offered the most economical means of basic oxygen 

steelmaking given the grades of iron ore used by the 

industry, 

1.       The Kale» process which uses technically pure oxygen 

a ad tahas plate in a rotating vessel inclined at I $ degrees 

••17 degrees te a fcari««#*tal line.    AM opening at o*e end of 

•Jst resse! Is «sed for «barging raw material*» blowing, 

••*§#*• •*• *•* **•*•*• th* mMfti steel      Th - process is 

sei tad eitfceff ta high «ps>« mp*n> t*mm «r law pê*aspn*f«*ie ir«ei 

vita a« sdeUti»« el s* rap *»t ira» »ta.    la * «e*t *•* ta tKa 

i*>aèf Pw*ae>eaeff aad L«t* c •••artère,   MM «afgan in taa Kale» 

pee*«as asperates s ss—ti ally thf ensgli ta« eaadaa*» «4 MM- slag 

***** MfMlM» the metal «ttfc #»»f§e« nynn «MU« t.    Ta* 

¡ lissai ii ti »esidHieiiiS rs^pstted la« sa a*» • sjsW laatèaei ata 

li i siti e ••nuise • ê, aad «fea aa#«eaaff »aêaf a* tsasi fca^NsSNSe* 

mê taa eaaa. la aaatataiaad fev »^ ****• *» ##* 

Tic spili «d eedaaaa*   a* ta» <**te*.   **#«**t*f <ep ta •• 

e aàaa mia»» taa ta r »ar t »alla 

»et «d taa «MHiai ew»ta«e Sa Mee dirait 
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action oí the oxygen stream.    This increases decarburiza- 

tion oí the bath relative to dephosphonzation.    On the other 

hand,  a slow rotational speed does not uncover the bath so 

that the slag takes on oxygen and, consequently, oxidise« 

more iron and eliminates phosphorous.    In short, a high 

rotational speed is best suited to decarburisation, whereas 

a slow rotational speed is conducive to dephosphorisation. 

The course oí the refining operation can also be regulated by 

changing either the oxygen input or the position oí the oxygen 

lance.    At a given lance position an increased oxygen input 

increases decarburisation relative to dephosphorisation» 

whereae a reduced oxygen input is conducive to dephosphori* 

•atte«.    Similar results are possible by changing the lance 

position while holding oxygen input constant.    A closer lance 

levers decarburisation, whereas a farther lance la vor s 

The Hefter process whereui a vessel which is open at both 

i e f eia ted either en a ho r is or tal plane or inclined 

The speed of rotation which is much lewer thaa 

process was originally established at G. § 

,  MM rea see to t rpen.    The process eses 

in ceenpartsten to one stream in the 1**D 

at ? dog tees 

ed fibs 

nigh parity 
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beneath the bath surface to oxidize impurities in the charge 

and a second lance directs lower purity oxygen upon the bath 

surface to assist in its oxidation and to burn the carbon monox- 

ide contained in escaping gases.    Like the Kaldo process, 

either high-phosphorous ot low-phosphorous iron can be v sed 

together with scrap and iron ore to produce steel. 

Basic Oxygen Plant and Equipment 

As in the case with other steelmaking processes, the principal determi- 

nant of plant design and layout for the basic oxygen shop is the need to 

move raw materials to the molting furnace and molten steel away from the 

furnace in the most efficient manner possible within the »pace available 

for plant construction.   In the basic oxygen shop this is accomplished 

by means of three major operating areas which are generally designated 

the charging aisle, the furnace aisle and the teeming aisle.    Figure 7 

depicts the layout of a basic oxygen shop, showing these three major 

operating sections. 

Charftin| Aisle 

Situated usually at opposite ends of the charging alale at ground level 

are the scrap yard and the hot metal transfer station,    flux storage Mas, 

weigh hoppers and material conveyors are generally located above the 

charging crane ruaway.    Located on the charging floor which is above 

ground level are the control pulpits, shop offices and the scrap charging 

catt scrap scalee and tracks. 
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in accordance with the thermal requirements of the heat are charged into 

the furnace.    The charging car moves so that the box to be charged is 

aligned with the furnace mouth.   Once the scrap is charged,  the furnace 

is tilted     away from the charging car to distribute the scrap over the 

furnace bottom and when this is accomplished,  it is returned to the 

charging position so that the hot metal charge can next be added.    The 

charging cara are used on the larger converters.    In smaller shops,  i.e. , 

which have converters with about 100 ton capacity, the scrap is charged 

Into the furnace from a charging box that is carried and tilted by an over- 

head crane. 

The hot metal transfer «tation is located at ground level often at the 

opposite end of the charging aisle from the scrap area.    The hot metal 

eaters the plant in self-dumping, submarine-type ladles, which are 

emptied into hot metal transfer ladles.    Two hot metal or reladling pit* 

are provided for this purpose.   While being filled, the transfer ladles 

rest on track scales located in each pit and the hot-metal weight is recorded. 

The charging crane lifts the lad!* and moves it into position in front of 

the furnace.   In some plants hot metal mixers are used to hold the metal until 

it ft« poured into the ladles to be charged into the converter. 

fluxing materials which enter the plant in bottom-dump hopper car« 

•f truck« are conveyed to bins located above the furnace.   A belt conveyer system 

is   eft«« u»«d to move the fluxes to the bin floor.    Bins for storing lime, ore 

and fluorspar are located near the top of the furnaces, and a tripper 

discharges the materials into their proper bin«.    Materials are weighed 
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and fed «automata áüy ín«M ^fi» b*n«  into bat* h n*-f»f»*r«  •*..». % km t-ttm 

feed them into «urge  bowser*.      The material it tb#">   re«ti|M4 Inf * 

control check.     Flume• are released from the wmtfm fc*jpp«r* 

charged by ¿r*   itv  »nt<» the vessels. 

Furnace Aiele 

Equipment in the íurn*« e aiele tMiiili of the haait   eayga* tmtmm* 

the oxygen Unte h<»i*t»,   control pulpit«,  §*« < to**i»g I** il*t*e§ a*4 a 

lyitim oí transfer track» beneath the fuma. •• at gr«M»*4 U*»l •• 

accomodate the iteci Udien and *Ug pot«      The ternate» «ft 

open-top veeaele ol all-welded t ©««true tit» a*4 t«4*to ifeel* •» ti< 

to iatiliUte charging and tapping    Tfe« ««rfcing b^N> •* «** **»•**• « 

•iet ol tar bonded éolomite bri. k, »hele the p*twm*mmmâ Umàm§ê, wU** 

rarely need replacement,   timiiit of k*if»t *»§•#•*•« fc*»*fc.    tW m< 

common basic o.ygen »hop» h«w*»e tw«# hf«*»« **> «**t ««M it pt« 

it *• 

the other furnace ie bei»g r •***•« #f itoa*»| N 

Tli« o«yg*n Un.ii are * .mppmt  tip?** a*4 »tiff* 

to have «a.« h li»rINK e »ervi« »4 ky a 4M* I 1*** • 

Unce which k>(om«i deíe. ti  • *«rm| a haat * f* U «a* 

'by U*4 e •»4 r»»U« ed immediately «it* the 

• re •tored ad>ei e»t t*» the UM • *•*•«• with Ite f 

rely »»tail» éeta* h*»g 

(Érate 

ered e «•*•*• 
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prober vertical height to f 
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Ttermag, At^le 

The teeming a».l. of the ba.ic oxygen plant hou.e. all of the normal 

pewring and ladle repair operation, found in the open hearth .hop.    Once 

the .teel *• tapped into ladle» in the adjacent furnace aisle,  the ladle. 

are nrnté by transfer car into the teeming ai.le.    Here a teeming plat- 

form u.ually Urge enough to accommodate two drayt of ingot molda i» 

located   together with a system of teeming eranei.   Here the steel is 

peered into ingot mold..    A locomotive move, the mold car. away from 

the teeming platform and a .pur track i. provided to handle pot. which 

received 1*41« slag. 

AI tM opposite end of ths ai.le from the teeming platform, the 

lUppir  Tri oven and ladle repair .tation are located. 

Haw Uste rial« U.ed in Basic Q*YJ«n Steelmahing 

A. in the open hearth furnace, the principal material, in the furnace 

charge for a basic oxygen furnace are molten pig iron and .teel .crap. 

Hew ever,  the proportion of .teel .crap remelted in the open hearth 

furnace can range from H* to M percent in the ba.ic oxygen furnace. 

In tai« reepect. the open hearth i. more flexible than the oxygan convert«*, 

T© pance Ini. relationship into proper perspective, it should be noted 

that IM average range for .crap utilisation in the open hearth in actual 

practice is from 4© to 45 percent.    An offsetting advantage in favor of tM 

eaygen converter it that it doe. not r«ouire the addition of iron ore to 

IM charge as an oxidising agent.   The basic oxygen process is also mors 
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efficient from the point of view of energy consumption since unlike the open 

hearth and electric furnace processes,  the internal chemical enery which 

it produced during the conversion of liquid iron «nel scrap into steel te 

sufficient to provide for the total heat energy requirement.    The follow i Mg 

Uble lists the pounds of raw materials required to produce one net ton of 

ingots using the basic oxygen process. 

TABLE 

Founds of Material Required Fer Net Ton of Ingot« 
in Basic Omyaon Steelmahina 

Furnace Charge ZSüü!« I*»f Col of Chorno 

Hot Metal 1SSS.1 W.H 
Steel Scrap SM. 4 lo.wS 

Total Furnace Charge 21M.4 

Alloys 

Ferro-manganese 11.4 
All  Other Alloys . ? 

Fluxes 

Lime 141. • 

lüm 

Spar 

Fuel Consumption 

S.I 

I. lü Conic Feet »or IMI 

Sonrce:   Ooeratlag etati ette s for ft» WeU «erf gen plant 
at too Aìisjninoa Works of Jonoo fc 
Corporation «Men te» a ote**» cap*citf oi él 
not tome of Ingot pot menta.   Sta tie tic s relate to 
one month's escoriente.   F roan O. ft. I — ghroy. 
Iff* wStl* Qwrnoit rrOfOff ffJftoA 
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Hb« actual ataaimakmg arocaat K*gi»a «Kan tK« a< raa «Mr|t HA«  a*«* 

into ihm turn*   *      Ihm at rap «aal««* ei IM« fKarg« *a«all? avaragaa 

fron» lé pareaat te 12 pareaat «*# tu« §»©•• m«talh«  fKarga     dica tKa •< rap 

IIA» Wan cKargad iato tK« fornata,   tK* K«* m«Ul it •*»«» ad in imm^èâUiy 

tK«r««ftar      During tKia pfcaaa ©f tK« «paratie*.   tK« typical aaaic  oaygaa 

farattc« ia ttltad oti ita aida in much tKa tarn« mmrmmr m wKif h II«•••mar 

taawartara ara tilt«4 in orear to facilitata charging operations.    O&ce tKa 

charg* Kat aae* campiate«. Ih« fuma  a ta again tilted upward te a vertical 

•«•illa« and tK« eaygen lanca ia lowered into tne furnace and turnad Ott. 

IMa tKe eaypan lane« Kaa Keen lowarad to tne 4ea*red poeitioa ralativa to 

tat tetti,  it ia c lampad into peettitMt,    At thua point, a «id» ti ont of Una and 

amar ajaatariala may a« maéa according to a»«r ideati otta, altar «Meli the 

prevea a ceatiamtt «tatil ta« cKarg» raacHaa tKa 4«tirad grada and compcit- 

flee «neat e« a tee I ia tao« tapped from tKa fornace and tKa furarne« It 

la« MM no at cKarga. 

H ia gee* rally agraadl thai MM Kaatc »ay *.«* pro««aa «til gradually 

M* Kaertfc at tao mew« mt»h»d ef tt«al mangiart»ra tfcrewgfc* 

««I Mat ««rid     TK« ptateea .t mtire »< tamamtal ia tarai a4 aalpwt por 

of tear a. iawreaimeat « «at mmé * aa he aaatlf adaptai to MM 

af aaavt at ad* a ad atoat 
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fa*    Ela-ttn« AM ft»»Mf 

f\m alactrtc arc staalfnaàêag futnaca »Mit t*a haat gaaarafta* fey 

alactrtc cwrrant to «*alt iM rafiaa it««!      ÎW pt**«ass *• • ••*-« *allf 

sui tad to ttia projet»on of »lloy and o4K#r saaetalty gradas »I »I»«*. 

•ine« il CAR ba mort rigidly e ontrolWd tH*n tha ©a** haarth ©r ©taar 

s ta« Ima king lumaca«.    Iti «plication,  h<m«v«r,  t» •©* limita t© tfca 

t^cUtty staals sine« in recant ?«» Uf|tr alactrtc furnat •• <*p to 

200 to« capacity par ttcat) hava H*«n introduced for tha prosateti©* ©I 

• wie» rang« of staals,  including the baste grades of carbon steel. 

la tha electric fornace • teelmaking process,  electricity ia »»«4 

••Uly to gar«rat« the necessary beat.    TK« atactric arc furnace is 

capable ©f gana rating temperaturas up t® 1»0© degrees Futi relatival* 

•hart time pariod, a condition tKat lUowi added furnace control.    Tfca 

naat is transmitted through tlia mataUic charge in two way»   flrtt,  by 

tit« proximity of tha arc to tita charge and,   secondly,  by tha alactrical 

rtiuUnct of tha metallic charga.    Because ©xygan is not naadad to 

nriag about combustion ia ttta alactrtc furnace, tha * mount of o«ygen 

•aterina, tha furnace caa ba readily contrallad and tna espansive alloying 

«salariala caa na added to tha charge without tha ëaagar of loss through 

TWr» nava awe* a siseante number af steelmahing faraacas 

«teck ut* lia a tha haat ganara tad hy s lac trie entra**, hat emly tar« have 
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This work on the iron and steel industry consist - of three parts: 

First, a description of the basic iron and steelmaking facilities and 

the basic primary rolling mill facilities; second, a statistical section 

on world production of iron and steel ingredients, as well as the iron 

and steel export-import statistics for most of the countries of the 

world; the third section is an analysis of the present status of the 

world steel industry, the goals set by a number of countries and the 

possibility of their achievement. 
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furnace is lomtwhit limited,   since it» economical op*ratio« is generally 

restricted to the highest quality alloy Steele, 

The Electric Arc Furnace Plant 

The electric arc furnace plant consists of three major sections or 

areas which house the charging facilities,   the melting furnace and the 

facilities for pouring the hot metal.    In this respect it is similar le the 

open hearth and the basic o*yg«n plants and shares the common retire- 

ment that the three major operating sections be planned and laid out 

in % manner which eliminates the possibility of delays      I* i« essential that 

the flow ©f materials must be smooth and orderly in order t© insure 

efficient operation.    Figure 10 represents a typical electric arc furnace 

plant with its three operating areas 

Charging Aisla 

The charging section of the electric furnacs piatii should be 

especially geared I© efficient scrap handling since the major part of the 

material used in the electric furnace is scrap.    The capacity of the scrap 

handling fatuities must be related to the charging bucket capacity and to 

the sise ©f the melting furnace.    Rail tracks f«r charging cars ansi 

incoming supplies such as limestotve,  ©re and brich are an important 

factor in the layout of the charging section.    In plant« designed to use 

not metal, a T§ to 100 to«» lour girder, two truiley crane is reouired to 

the hot motnl UeUes.    TW« crone can olee bo -sed a« a otiMtf 

erano fer yeneral charging floor eoe rations     te plants «ber« 
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it no« used,  th« charging bay must include on« or two 25 ton crane* with 

19 imm Auxiliary hoist».     Th« us« oí top charge furnace« requnes that 

cran«« be of sufficient capacity to handle loaded charge bucket« of the 

•i«« ree/uired by particular furnace operation«. 

The (barging ««ctton muat al«o contain equipment for drying 

«édition« to the furnace charge in order to prevent explosion« in th« 

fornace and reduce the possibility of hydrogen being absorbed by the 

steel due te ««cessile moisture in the charge.    A number of drying 

procedures can be employed, some plants use a gas pip¿ which is brought 

ioJo direct contact with the materials, while others u«« ga« j«t« and, 

•till other« use torn« form of preheating furnace«.    The meet widely used 

m»twed i« a small rotary kiln which in«ur«« uniform drying and doe« not 

ree/aire a great a mown* of «pace. 

iMBÉf f  HT*ff 

Many electric arc furnace« «re deeigwed to tilt i» two dlrecttem«, 

awe im* tapping tb« «teel and the other for the removal of «lag.    The 

fwrwace re«t« on toot bed rocker« and i« tilted by a motor driven rock 

aod pini on mecheniem, a «crow type mechanism or a motor drive* 

m iww    %• oMRw * m op    WJ*W   Www   WWP»SW3W/-*W   •IP   wWw w^P W WWMNWPWT wP   we    wW   HlWeve 

il fornace «beli.    Two m e dorn furnac« I« top-c bar god with on automatic 

sejsjf ton» «wring dovic« to ailww oo«y c bar ging.    Two «beli i« uewally 

tytiodrical in «hope awd bo« eitbor a curved of Hat b«ttem wbicb can IN? 
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montant* nW •tourné an« a part oí tna »tag ru» off.  or tu iom« instane«* 

»»4 ê*9*9*Mt§ on tn« required «pacificaron*,  th# procos* may contini»« 

ri gut through to tna »ïM§. 

Am na« t*»»> inmcataé,   tlactrtt (urtutr «ta»imaà>ng ca» ®# gaarcé t© 

aitaar nâgfclv »p#ci«L*»«l graé*« of «to«! or to common graéa« of *t*«i.    &•• 

p anuria: «fon wh.ch typa of «taai i» **«*»g proéiècaé,  •mg*« or OO-JM» 

•lag ran off« may b» «••*•    *' » c«mm>~. gr*é«« of «t#«l,  * tingi« «lag 

fna off op»r*»»on '* «ufficiai»* if» m if h *•** «am« miwif a« »• »»•* '« 

•pan naartn »taalmaàing.    H&*mv*t,   who« high gr*a« apaciatt? *tnat* 

at« fcaiftg ptoatacan» * éo*É»i« »lag «orio4 «»ay »a •••* to iaanta »**•«§ 

•jnalitf     1« ««cil UMtancaa,  a oat» ?f tha slag t» ran%o*o4 wnaai tna> 

c aar go it »rongnt to » motto« ••*•.* ané *• onlj partiall? tafinaal     ?%a 

aro«««* 4« than centina*« «tutti tna ma »at r»scna* «»a «V« r*á opaci «catta** 

•I «Men tima tna htrnac« la tapp*«: anal *n* r«m*¿**ng «lag r*ma**o*l. 

KUctrif fwrnac» •t*«»m*fcmg   » pr#»»rtt»f mot» ***«*t? n««4 »•»• 

at auf otnai Km*.    Ina pr ^«»** of»-r* ««%»r*' aéVantaaa«    noto ftaa» tta* 

paint of via« of coa* «nal ac ©nom-e § I «paraxon» anal w»tn   raapact to ma 

typa« a* «taal* «h cu *f can or .aV-c   .    i" ir**#r,  •••<• it è« cap*»'a «4 

«paratia* on a 100 partant scrap cMrg#   tna »lactate m ranca i* 

a aya ciati? m9^ abitan11-- aaa»i*intaff atad «:t*î null«. 
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The Blast Furnace 

The first operation in the transformation of the basic raw materials 

into finished steel products is the manufacture of pig iron which usually 

takes place in a blast furnace.   In general, the blast furnace process 

is carried out by blowing vast amounts of preheated air into and through 

the furnace stack which is filled wi*h a calculated mixture of iron ore, 

coke and limestone.    The purpose of the operation is to reduce the iron 

ore to molten pig iron.    This is accomplished by: 

1. Driving off all moisture from the charged 

materials. 

2. Reducing oxides in the iron 

3. Calcining the flux. 

4. Melting the slag and iron. 

5. Reducing the oxides of manganese, silicon 

and phosphorous. 

6. Removing the sulphur from the molten iron* 

The blast furnace plant is equipped with large stock yards in which 

quantities of raw materials are stored (See Figure 1).    These stock 

yards are usually located close to the furnace itself in order to permit 

ready transfer of materials to the furnace.   In general, the stock 

yards should provide: 

1.   American Iron and Steel Institute,  The Making oí Steel, 2nd Edition, 
1964,  New York, p.  27. 
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1.     Sufficient sise to allow the accumulation of large 

• torci of raw materials and thus guard against 

seasonal and temporary shortages in raw material 

supply. 

1.     Easy accessibility by whatever method of trans- 

portation is used in the particular plant. 

I.     Construction in such a way as to allow the easy 

transfer of materials to the furnace skip hoist. 

4«     Previsto« fer several different piles of ore in 

Use s vent that shipments #*f ere might differ in 

fie) mnte r tais may be mewed I rem me stock yarde te sterage bins 

mey ate transfer red «nee Inrry cart et bretsght by ceeveyet •. 

• c em hé ne tien el b«4fc te the ship betet.    A ecale er transfer car    i* 

te itane fer tibe ete while Mi meet enee« the celie is traneferred freni 

me bin» te Ine •&•§» betet by meant »4 a cenveyet belt.    Generally tbe 

mvV   V W V    amWC ejf w^sfJP   wJB w ^F» HW^   ^M^S«F^PTP   ^WW    W^^^' e^WPJSi   ww    WW    &wmwwr   wmWt ful- mwe*    weB   i^^pm> ml 

Vmm*l   §JüfHil   Mmt*mV   •»   fmMi     W» 

•et« end e Hamate If «4 

#1^1   a^fb^tm   ËhdmiLsm»;   ÉLd»        |M   mfeft        mmdfe   gg—^»—».*   ttfemmmvftw   emmdhml  gg_^mA¡gbjn_d| aldi   Immfaamt W mmv   fJSBPmw?   mwe^   ew $      "T»    mw• i      m^Pw   mmm^s»' e   ^BT~^mmF-»T|y    ^••Jr^P^P   mpm^r^pammm»  ^my   9JmmF*IFV 

•        Ém\tm#áfl e^mdbm    »mmm* >• •VAST    t ÉmVA4ÌrÌeì    tfmf   m   «^n-tf fcAeA« A It»    mm*4«mm"JTi •* «sjsjpsy mP*^ef» • •"*'   •JHpip'WP'ViP^nePw    ~ mesm»pw ey^m»   em»   ejp   s»••m•^,« mie^pmevv-ejy^mT^p   mm7 e7 vips* 
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furnace top at which point it dumps the raw materials into the furnace 

stack. The size and volumetric capacity of the skip cars will differ 

according to the frequency of the charge and the size of the furnace. 

However, since it is advantageous to keep the furnace stack as near 

full as possible, the size of the skip and the frequency of the charge 

should be geared to this objective. For this reason, most blast 

furnaces are equipped with two skip cars. 

The skips are charged into the furnace in such a way that successive 

layers of coke, ore and flux are placed on top of each other as each 

additional charge follows a predetermined order.    This procedure 

will allow for a more rapid and complete reduction of the burden into 

high quality basic pig iron. 

The raw material burden which is dumped into the furnace top 

it received by a cylindrical shaped vessel at the furnace top called a 

distributor.   At the bottom of this distributor is the first of and the 

•mailer of the two bells which will ultimately allow the raw material 

charge to be emptied into the furnace itself.    Once the raw material 

charge is resting on the small bell, the bell is lowered or opened to 

allow the material to slid« on to the large bell which is located 

directly below the smaller bell.    The small bell is then closed to 

prevea* the loes of valuable gases and heat.    Once the «mall bell 

le ci—ed,  ih« large one is oveiw 4 and ihe raw materials drop on to 

MM fornace ewréen.    Upon completion of this the big boll is closed. 
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in operation or under construction throughout the world as of June 1, 

1964.    There are 71 plants currently operating and 49 under construction 

making a total of 120 units.    The preference for mold reciprocation is 

indicated by the fact that of the 92 units on which information about the 

type of mold is available,   some 74 units use or plan to use reciprocating 

molds.    On thj other hand,  only 4 make use of fixed or non-reciprocating 

molds and no such machines are planned for the future.    Of the 74 units 

with reciprocating molds,   18 utilize dht new curved mold design; one of 

these is currently in operation at the Von Moos Steelworks,  Lucerne, 

Switzerland, and a second,  capable of casting slabs up    to 60 inches x 

10 inches, has recently been installed at Dilligan, West Germany, while 

another has been installed at Atlas Steels,  Ltd. , in Tracy,  Quebec, Canada. 

Advantage» and Disadvantages of Continuous Casting 

The principal advantages claimed for continuous casting as compared 

with the conventional ingot method of production are as follows: 

i.      Continuous casting elminates the production phases 

associated with conventional ingot casting and,  con- 

sequently, reduces overall production costs.    Teeming 

operations and costs, including ingot mold and hot top 

costs are eliminated, as are the costs of stripping 

facilities.    The need for soaking pits is eliminated and 

primary rolling costs are eliminated or significantly 

reduced.   In general, overall operating costs are said 



to be reduced by 7 percent as compared with the 

conventional ingot method of casting.    Seaway Steel in 

the United States saw the possibility of a $20 per ton sav- 

ings,  and Concast, Inc. ,  one of the leading manufacturer« 

of continuous casting units, places the figure at $8 to $10 

per ton. 

2. Yields are significantly improved by the use of continuous 

casting, averaging about 96 percent as compared with 

85 percent for ingot casting.    Yields on the Babcock and 

Wilcox installation at Roanoke Electric Steel and at 

Conners Steel have been reported as high as 98 percent. 

The improvement in yields leads directly to reductions 

in scrap recycling and fuel consumption. 

3. Increased product uniformity in some grades of steel 

is a further advantage in view of the strict demands 

of steel consumers for steels of exact composition. The 

slight variations in composition from ingot to ingot which 

exist even where strict control is observed are eliminated. 

4. The capital investment required to install a continuous 

casting facility is relatively low when compared with a 

conventional facility capable of the same output.    Dillinger, 

which is operating continuous casting machines in Western 

Germany, estimates the investment savings to be $10 
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million on a 2 million metric ton facility.    A significant 

part of the savings is attributable to the compactness of 

the unit which permits concentration of operations in a 

•mall area. 

5. Many claim that due to the uniformity and quality of the 

steel when it is continuously cast, the process often 

reduces the need for surface conditioning to a substantial 

degree.   This is said to be especially true for certain 

grades of killed and semi-killed steel. 

6. Since the process can be automated easily there is a sub- 

stantial potential in labor savings. 

7. Where provision is made for direct transfer of the cast 

product from the casting machine to a rolling mill or 

forge, reheating prior to hotworking can be reduced. 

g. The process is well suited to the installation of new 

steelmaking capacity, both on an integrated and •«mi- 

integrated basis.    The low investment requirement and 

present state of technology make it especially well suited 

for the installation of additional capacity in the semi-integrated 

sector of the industry.    This added capacity can be expected 

to come from three sources:   First,  mills which were 

formerly limited to finishing operations are now in position 

to produce steel on an economical basis through the use 
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9. 

of an electric furnace and continuous casting facilities. 

An instance of this situation is found in the case of Seaway 

Steel which is now operating a Kappers continuous casting 

unit.    Second, the process and its relative cost can be 

expected to reduce significantly the difficulty of entry 

into the industry for the semi-integrated producer.    Third, 

many semi-integrated producers will now be able to 

expand present capacity economically through continuous 

casting.   The principal reasons why such activity can be 

expected include the relatively low investment cost of the 

facility and the fact that continuous casting is especially 

well suited to the types and sizes of steel which many of 

the smaller semi-integrated firms produce.    Further, 

semi-integrated plants are usually supplied with steel by 

electric furnaces which are especially well suited to 

continuous casting operations. 

The continuous casting process can produce longer slabs 

than the conventional process wherein slab size is limited 

by ingot sise and to a great extent by slabbing mill 

capabilities.   This is of particular advantage in producing 

sheets for the automotive market where orders have been 

received for large weld free coils.    Coils of 1, 000 lbs. 

per inch of width can be rolled from the longer continuously 

cast slabs. 
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The principal disadvantages of continuous casting as compared with 

the conventional ingot process of casting are as follows: 

1. The process must remain continuous throughout the 

cast and cannot be temporarily interrupted should trouble 

auch as nozzle freeze-up or cutting failure develop.    The 

hot metal remaining in the ladle mus t either be recharged 

into a melting furnace,  scrapped,   or poured into ingot 

molds. 

2. Rimmed steel of good quality has not been consistently 

east in commercially suitable quantities.    This is true 

of the experience in most of the installations in the 

world, for although some producers have claimed 

success in continuously casting rimmed steel slabs, 

test slabs ordered from abroad by producers in this 

country were found to be of inferior grade and when 

rolled into sheet and strip showed poor surface quality. 

This is a serious drawback to the acceptance of contin- 

uous casting since rimmed steels comprue a high 

percentage of the sheet, strip and ti np la te tonnages 

currently produced.   Rimmed steel with its low carbon 

content (less than 0.15 per cent c)   offers the advantages 

of sound surface conditions, cleanliness, ductility and 

corrosion resistance in galvanized,  tinned and enameled 

products and, in general, is used extensively where the 
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surface of the product is important.    However, it is 

not suited to continuous casting since the process has 

not been modified as yet to handle the brisk evolution 

of gas which occurs when the hot metal begins to solidify 

with the mold.   It does not seem likely that boiling and 

degassing in the continuous casting machine mold will 

ever be eliminated,  so that if rimmed steel is to be con- 

tinuously cast oome means must be developed to control 

the rimming action and prevent gases from being trapped 

as the casting solidifies.   As yet, this has not been done, 

and efforts now are being directed toward development of a 

steal which will serve the functions of rimmed steel and 

•till be suited to continuous casting.    Vacuum degassing, 

a process by which some of the gases are removed from 

the steel while it is still in the ladle is another possible 

means offered for the solution of this problem. 

One of the problems which continues to plague further 

advances in continuous casting relates to the temperature 

and speeds of the cast which is necessary to insure high 

quality steel sections.   Temperature control, a vital 

concern in any continuous casting process, is not really 

an acute problem until the metal reaches the secondary 

cooling chamber.    Here the rate of solidification which is 

a function of the time and the cross section of the metal 
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can be a problem of significance.    This is especially 

true with respect to the casting of large sections os 

steel.    When casting a larger section, there is a core 

oí molten metal with a shell of solidified metal which 

must be fully solidified before the section reaches the 

flinch rolls.    Consequently, either the length of the 

cooling chamber must be extended or the speed of the 

cast must be slowed down.   Either of these colutions 

are possible,  but both can result in loss of economies 

as well as possible surface damage to the metal. 

Continuous casting is slower than conventional slabbing 

mill operations.    For instance, a continuous casting unit 

casting a slab 7 inches thick and 60 inches wide at a rate 

oí 35 inches per minute would cast about 120 tons an 

hour.   This rat« is far too slow to keep pace with the 

large basic oxygon furnaces now being installed.    The 

use of multiStrand machines reduces the difficulty some- 

what, but the problem of casting large single strand sec- 

tions is one which is yet to b* solved satisfactorily. 
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Summary of Continuous Catting Lines in Operation and Under Construction 
 as of June 1,  1964  

Country 

Argentina 
Australia 1 
Austria 5 
Belgium 1 
Brazil 1 
Canada 4 
Red China 2 
Czechoslovakia 2 
Finland - 

France 5 
East Germany 1 
West Germany 6 
Greece - 

Hungary - 

India 1 
Italy 1 
Japan 4 
Mexico 1 
Norway 1 
Peru I 
Poland 2 
Spain 1 
Sweden 2 
Switzerland 2 
Tunisia - 

Turkey - 

United Kingdom • 

United State« 5 
Republic of South Africa 1 
USSR 13 
Venezuela —1 

Total World 71 

Number Operating     Number Under Construction 

1 

3 

3 

3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
2 

4 
2 
2 

1 
1 
1 

10 
<• 

4 
1 

4f 

Total 

1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
7 
2 
2 
2 
ß 
1 
? 
1 
1 
2 
3 
• 

3 
1 
1 
6 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
t 

IS 
1 

17 
1 

120 
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Development of Continuous Casting for Steel 

Traditionally,  the major technological advances in steelmaking have 

involved the replacement of "batch*» type processes with "continuous" 

processes, as for example in the development of continuous rolling  and 

reduction,  continuous normalizing and heat treatment, and continuous 

annealing.    Currently, attention is being forucsed on the application of 

the continuous casting process to steel and its potential for increased 

efficiency as compared with conventional steel ingot production methods. 

The continuous casting process was largely European in origian, 

although development work on the process in the United States dates back 

to 1940.   Almost all of the pilot plants which were installed, principally 

after World War II, were located in countries other than the United 

States.    Since I960, development work and pilot plant experience has 

been conolidated and emphasis has been placed on the installation of 

production plants throughout the world. •* 

The principal pilot plants for the continuous casting of steel had 

many features and methods in common basicially because they all sought 

the solution of the same problema.    The requirements and procedures 

that were established for hot metal handling, control of pouring rates, 

heat transfer, etc. were largely similar and fundamental differences 

were for the most part related to plant scale, the sise and shape of the 

section cast and objectives with regard to casting speeds. 
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Tht Diract Raduction Procaiia» 

Ite tarai diract reduction aa it ii noimally uaad in tha ttaal induatry 

opliti to tha aaking of iron in aoa» otter aannar than tha uaa of a blaat 

furnaea.   A nuafcar of procataaa hacva baan uaad and tha product i§ BOM typa 

of iron.   Vary oftan it if callad "aponga iron" which, lika pig iron, will ha 

suteaquantly raducad into it aal. 

Tha praaant atata of tha art la auch that nona of thaaa procaaaaa ia abla 

to conpata with tha provan and highly afficiant «odara blaat furnaea.   Howevar, 

ttera ara condition! and iituationa peculiar to iosa areaa and coantriaa which 

can aake diract reduction procaaaaa an economical alternata method of iron 

anaufacture.   For inatanca, in araaa where larga dapoaita of high grada iron 

ora and natural gaa ara available and where coking coal ia in abort tupply, 

diract reduction could prova to ba an adäquate eutetitnte for tte traditional 

Diract raduction procaiaaa ere «any ia number, bmt they can te divided iato 

fear principal typeat 

1. TIWM that itUiM tte) kiln for era raduction. 

2. Thoee that uaa ratorta in a batch procaaa. 

3. Ihoaa that uaa fluidiaod-bad teehnleume. 

«•   Ilactric pig-iron furnacei. 

In aach of thaaa ganara! claaoificationa ttera aro a nuotar of proeoaoei, 

for purpoooe of illuotraUon only ona procaaa of aach typo will te 

1)   P4.« HoBride and P.*. Chaae - Praoaot and mere of Direct tetectte« 
Procaaaaa la Latin feerie*«.   Popar praaaatad at Oanaral Aaeembly of 
X.LWUP./U, July 1965. 
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The Stelco-Lurgi or S.L. process is on« of the more recently developed 

direct reduction processes which uses the kiln.    The S.L. process makes high 

speciality sponge iron in a rotary kiln.   The kiln is equipped with 10 raturai 

gas burners along its length through which natural gas is introduced to the 

charge which is composed of high quality iron ore or pelletiaed concentrates 

BOBS carbonaceous reducing agent, and limestone or dolomite.    At one end of the 

kiln a bucket elevator and rotary feed valve serve as the charging mechanism. 

The raw materials and the air blast are put into this end of the furnace in 

such a way as to maintain an even flow of each into the kiln« 

The rotation of the kiln and the pressure of material being charged into 

the end of the kiln provide the necessary force to move the charge slowly through 

the kiln.   Further, the rotation of the kiln provides a more complete end uniform 

reduction of the charged material.   When the material reaches the end of the 

kiln, it is discharged, passed through a cooling device and then is  placed in 

a magnetic concentrating syatem in order to recover the iron. 

The principal advantages and limitations of this process arei" 

Advantages 

1. The equipment and technology «re simple. 

2. Metallic recovery it good, over $0$, 

3. The reduced product is non-pyrophoric. 

Limitations 

1. The reduced product is friable, and fragments severely la storage and 

trar sport at ion. 

2. Low volatile anthracite coal or charcoal are «fed as the reducing agent. 

3. The process does not remove any gangue fresi low grade ore. 

1)   D.L. McBride and P.W. Chase 

.1) 
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The retort reduction process, the most widely known variation of which U 

the HyL process, has been commercially operated at the Hajalata y Lamina Steel 

Company in Monterrey, Mexico. Commerical operations at Monterrey include a 

small 200 tons per day plant and a larger 500 tons per day plant installed in 

1957 and i960 respectively. The investment cost of such an iron producing plant 

which has been placed at $6 million for 500 tons a day plant. The figure is 

significantly lower than the investment cost of the blast furnace. The lower 

cost is especially attractive to developing countries and probably accounts for 

the interest shown in the process by other developing countries. Further, pro- 

duction rates on such a process can be economically geared to lower amounts of 

iron, a fact which is also of importance to developing nations whose iron needs 

are limited. 

In general, this process involves the batch reduction of high grades of ore 

or pellets in retorts using natural, gas to provide the heat requirement. This 

natural gas is purified and preheated from 1600 to 1800°F before it is passed 

into the retorts and brought into contact with the ore. The reduction process 

begins when one of the several retorts are charged with a fresh batch of ore. 

Following charging, a three step operation is required to complete the reduction 

process. The first of th«se is the secondary or initial reduction stage in which 

the preheated gas passes through the charge and the charge is subject to this 

heating for about 2 hours. The gas used in the initial reduction stage has pre- 

viously been used in the final reduction of another batch. Thus, after the 

batch hat bean subjected to the initial reduction, the direction of gas streams 

are reversed and a stream of newly heated gas is projected through the charge. 

This action begins the final reduction which continues for an additional 2 hours. 

Upon completion of this, the charge is emptied and cooled. The empty retort is 
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and the contenti of «ach other bod are allowed to paa« into a «ucceeeively lower 

bed.    Tht gai which ia preheated to 1000°r ia then peaeed into the loweat bod 

•gain at a preeeure of 500 pound« por square inch.   Th« gas, aftor paaaing 

through   all four bed«, goat into a gai offtake and ia receuBjreieed for eventual 

re-uae. 

Iromeking planta of thia naturo havo boon oparatod in tht United Statai 

by Bothlohoa Stool on a pilot plant baait and by Alan Wood Stool Co. on a »all 

•calo eomuwrcial baaia. 

Th« advantage of too H-Iron Procea« erat 

1.   It can proooaa fino oro« to a highly roducad product. 

2«   Me aolid carbon ii required. 

3.   it can uae natural goo, oil or gaaifiod coal aa tao aoureo of hoat for 

th« proeooa. 

k.   Relatively low t-p«ratur« roeuirejMKt avoid« tea» proeleo« of «ticking 

and dofluidiaation. 

5.   eeattruetlon nat«riala oro not M limited dm« to low 

6.   Hi« roducod «pong« Iron eon bo BOO» oc tod into a dona«, «trong briquette 

«olea eon withatand atorago and tronoporatation without aero* frageon- 

t at ion. 

The limitation« aroi 

1. Th« froohly radute* produet if «tromgly pyrefherie. 

2. Ota converti«« ia lew« 

3. High purity hydrogen it roquirod. 

U.   An ettentive «yeten it required for purification end recycling of off-gee 

1)   NeBride and Choto« 
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fro« the reactor«. 

5.    It requires an oxygen plant as part of the system for manufacturing 

hydrog«n* 

Electric smelting or i ron waking proctaiat arc th« moat widely usad of th« 

direct reduction processes,   la «one area«, where good quality or« la available, 

th« electric ironmaking furnace can prove a «ore economical method of iron 

menufectur« because of its significantly low investment cost. 

ID principi«, th« furnace operate« in a manner very aimilar to th« «l«ctric 

«t««1 making furnac«.   Th« or«, coke and limestone are charged through the roof 

end three or mor« «l«ctrodea are lowered into the hearth area at the furnace 

bottom M is done in the electric steel furnaces«    Ore reduction takes place in 

the hearth «area on a continuous baaie for iron and slag are periodically tapped 

from the furnac« in much the aese manner that they «re removed from m blast 

fenece.   In the electric furnac«, the heat irequircmttnt la provided by the heat 

energy gener»t«d by th« electrodes,and thus the cost of electric power casjai si 

with the cost of coke will be an important determining factor in comparieon« of 

this fornácea with blast furnaces. 

Im femoral, the «avantagée of the electric iron making furnace are: 

1*    It earn be operated intermittently without difficulty. 

t.   Ht i amai/ high hearth tamper atures can be attained, e factor partie«» 

larly important in reducing ferro alloys. 

I*   It can smelt tlteaiferous ore. 

k9   Ime practice can be adopted for selectivo smelting of meagmmlfsffSfmi, 

alekl«f«rous, lateritic ana other complex iron ore. 

Ike limitations and disadvantage« ant 

1.   B«o to the largo requiement for «l«ctricity, its eoaojomic tato 
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upon the availability of loir eott electric power. 

2.   Carbon it required M the reducing agent, either aa anthracite or 

loir volatil« cok«. 

3«   It mit m« luep or«i or agglomeriti!,  ' 

A general evaluation of th« direct reduction proeeea ig difficult became 

it economical UM «hen compered with blut fornácea ia eloeely related to local 

condition! rather than general eircumttemeet»   Inrettmant coet for direct 

reduction pianti can generally be expected to be lover both in absolute emommta 

and in doliere per ton of output them for the bleat furnace.   However, eren 

thia nay not alwaya be the caee, eapeciallr «hen increeiingly larger production 

«ita ere considered.   Operating coate «ill vary beeemee in meat lnataneea they 

are clotely related to the availability of local pover or natural gee«   Btwoici, 

in areaa «here the proper combination of raw netcrial* ia areilable at eonpeti- 

tire coet, the direct reduetion preeeea cam be operated at a ammara»lo er 

coat than bleat fnrnaeea of similar alee« ia thoee areaa. . Thue, «hile it ia 

difficult te généralité, it can be aeid   «hat in tettala platea the direct 

earn offer iitiinmlj te> ta taget ever the bleat 

1) 
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Rolling Mills 

In the most traditional steel rolling operations, the large steel ingot 

must first be rolled into a semi-finished shape, either a slab, bloom or billet. 

This is done by use of a primary rolling mill which may be one of three possible 

types according to the dimensions of the section desired.   When a continuous 

casting unit is used, the semi-finished shape may be directly cast in this machine, 

thus eliminating the need for primary rolling mill operations. One« the steel 

section has been rolled into a semi-finished shaped, it is subjected to a number 

of additional rolling operations, the number and variety of which will depend 

«pon the final product to be produced.   Aside from these rolling operations, 

there »ay be additional treatments such as annealing, pickling, and plating, 

depending on the desired end product. 

Primary rolling mills are generally divided into three groups:   the blooming 

mill, slabbing mill «ad billet mill.   Each type of mill gets its name from the 

sis« «ad dimensions of the product« which it produces.   These sections are usually 

distinguished along the following lines: 

1.   Slab - a steel section 2 to 10 Inches thick and at least 2h inches 

in width.   These sections are always rectangular in opposition to 

the somare cross-section of the billet or bloom. 

t.   Bloom - a section of steel which is usually square with dimensions 

ranging from 6" x 6" to 12" x 12*. 

3.   Billet - a square section of steel which is less than 6" x 6", 

Ime steel Ingot, which has hewn heated to a uniform tempii ature in the 

soiling piti, is transferred to the primary mill by means of an ingot haggle 

er transfer ear«   The ingot is them placed upon the mill's roll tables ami the 
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processes of shaping the ingot into one of the above mentioned shapes begins. 

Primary rolling mills and operations do not differ significantly except in 

reference to the shape of the product, and for this reason it vili he sufficient 

to discuss the operation of the blooming mill . Where significant differences 

in operations are necessary, they will he pointed out, but in general this 

discussion will be limited to blooming mills with the understanding that these 

others are basically similar. 

The most widely used blooming mill is the two high electrically driven 

reversing mill. Such mills are referred to as "two high" because they consist 

of two large grooved rolls which are located directly above each other and 

through which the ingot passes back and forth. The number of passes depends 

em the required specifications of the finished bloom. At proper intervals, the 

ingot mast be turned upon its side in order to effect equal rolling on each side 

and thus eliminate the possibility of the ingot being rolled flat. This is dea« 

by means of manipulators, which are also designed in such a way as to allow tao 

Ingot to be moved from side to side on the roll table in order that it may enter 

ta*, profor grooves. The manipulator functions by means of fingers which are 

raised from below the roll table and come into contact with the edges of the 

ingot. The "fingers" continue to operate until the Ingot is sufficiently raised 

so that the pull of gravity will cause It to fall on its side. The side guards, 

which aro standard equipment on these mills, then move the ingot into proper 

position with respect to the roll grooves, and the ingot is then passed through 

tao rails« The operation is continued until a bloom or proper dimensions has 

boon shaped. The time required for such a rolling operation will differ according 

to the site of the ingot, the power of the rolls, and the desired else of the 

L-finished shape. However, in general, to roll down an Ingot 25" « 87" Into 
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a bloat 9" square will require about 5 «imite« or 16 países through the rolls. 

On« important y ari at ion in blooming nill design is the three high mill, 

«nidi although fairly conmon, is not as widely used as the 2 high reversing mill. 

Those mills are constructed with 3 large rolls which are directly above each 

trthcr, however, in such sills the ingot is first passed through the 2 bottom 

rolls and upon reaching the roll tables on the opposite side is raised by these 

tables and putti back through the second and third rolls. The process continues 

in tais «sutler until the ingot has been satisfactorily rolled to the proper 

dlmentlons. 

As one would expect,the power requirements for such mills are great. On 

the newer typ« milla, the electrically driven motors are capable of developing 

upward* of   horsepower« In order to generate this amount of power, two separate 

motors are often used, one on each roll. The motors used to drive the rolls are 

housed im a separate motor room which must be kept clean and carefully ventilated 

im ornar to ensure efficient operation of those large but delicate machines. 

Once the steal ingot has been rolled into the desired shape, in this in- 

stano« a bloom, the shape is carried from the rear mill table to the shear table 

which is located about 100 ft« in back of the blooming mill itself. The blooming 

•ill shear may be of several varieties, however, the most common is designed in 

such a way that the lower blade, which is mad« of r9iy hard steel, is stationary, 

«mil« th« upper blade is activated. The bloom is still red hot when brought into 

shearing position, and whan th« eut is mad«, th« cropped end drops off into a 

pit and is eventually brought hank to th« opaa hearth shop to be used as scrap« 

blooming mills are actually capable of rolling both slabs and blooms, 

map «rem roll billet«. However, in making billets, th« ingot is generally 

rolled into a bloom «mi them transferred to a billet mill for further reduction. 
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All of the pilot facilities incorporated the following features and 

modes of operation:    1. )   a facility for transporting molten steel to 

the casting floor located at the uppermost level on the machine; 2. ) 

a means of pouring the molten steel into the top of the vertical water- 

cooled mold; 3. ) a means for extracting a partially solidified section 

from the bottom of the mold in a continuous strand; at this stage of 

the process an outer crust of solidifed steel,   cast in the shape of 

the mold, surrounds a core of molten steel; 4. ) a water spray battery 

down into which the partially solidifed section passes to be cooled 

and completely solidifed; 5. ) an assembly of pinch or withdrawal rolls 

through which the solidified section passes once it has emerged from 

the water spray battery; 6)   a cutting chamber into which the pinch 

rolla direct the cast section in a continuous strand to be cut to required 

lengths; 7. ) a means for discharging the finished cast sections from 

the machine. 

Although all of the pilot plants for the continuous casting of steel 

followed the basic procedures just outlined, they differed in the design 

and operation of the specific methods employed.   Both lip-pour and 

bottom-pour ladles were used in pouring and various means were 

devised to control the pouring rate and to maintain required tempera- 

tures.   Bottom-pour ladles were found more suited to handling heavy 

heats, but presented a problem with regard to temperature control. 

Lip-pour ladles,  covered with lids into which heaters were built, 
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Moreover, because of the width requirements of many of the sheet and flat rolled 

products, a ••parata slabbing adii will usually be required to roll slabs to 

specifications. In some instances, where billets are the principal semi-finished 

product of a given plant, billet sise ingots may be poured from the steel furnace 

but this is generally a costly operation and is now difficult to justify due 

to the successful operation of multi-strand continuous casting units for billet 

site sections.. 

Generally, when a bloom is to be rolled into a billet sise section, another 

full rolling operation is required, namely the billet mill.   Such mills may be 

either 2 high reversing «ills as were the blooming and slabbing mill, or they 

may be continuous mills.   Continuous billet mills may consist of up to 10 stands, 

6 of which are in a row in noch the same manner as the finishing train of a 

continuous hot strip mill.   Each of the stands of a continuous mill must be 

designed in such a way that the rolling speed of that stand is proportionally 

faster than the speed of the preceding stand.   This is necessary to compensate 

for the gradual elongation which occures with each stand.   On the newer and mere 

advanced mills, each of the individual *ets of rolls is separately driven which 

improves operating conditions as well M quality and dimension control.   Once 

the steel section has passed through the 6 stands of the mill, its dimensions 

will usually be approximately k Indies •amare.   The billets are then cropped 

to the proper length by means of flying shears which are designed to cut the 

section as it is moving along the shear table.   Such shears must be carefully 

maintained in order to assure the maintenance of a speed equal to the velocity 

of the billet as it amargas from the rolls.   After shearing, the billets may be 

put through an additional k stand mill for further reduction, or prepared for 

further rolling by means of surface conditioning and/or reheating. 
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This semi-finished products of the three types of primary «Ule ere actually 

the first instance of & diversely shaped steel product.   Fro« these three princi- 

pal shapes, the numerous other steel products are made,   lach type of semi-finished 

steel is especially suited to the production of certain product groups, and thus 

for each there «ist be added secondary rolling facilities. 

Slabs are used in the manufacture of thin plates, sheets, strip and tin 

plate.   Blocs» are rolled into structural shapes, rails, and tub« rounds and 

thick sections of plate and sheet.   Billets are rolled into pipe and tube rounds, 

bars, rails, merchant bar and vire products. 

Prior to any secondary rolling operations, certain preliminary operations 

•oat be performed on the steel sections.   First, any turf ace defects in the 

semi-finished slab must be removed.   Such defects may   be the result of a number 

of causes, which include defects in ingots, or improper primary rolling. The 

•emd-finished sections are "scarfed", and then carefully inspected to ensure 

surface quality.   The steel is then reheated in a furnace to bring it to the 

proper temperature for further rolling.   This is usually about 2200 F. 

There are a number of mills which can be used to roll slabs into flat rolled 

products and would include the following: 

1. The two high mill for rolling sheets in a pack. 

2. The two high mill   for rolling sheared plates. 

J.   The universal mill for rolling plates. 

It«   The three high mill for rolling plate. 

5. The continuous or tandem hot strip mill for rolling sheets, strip» 

and hot rolled breadkowns for cold reduction in coils. 

6. The cold reduction mills for sheets tad strip* 

7. The continuous sheared plate mill. 

1)   The United States Steel Corp. - "The Making, 8haping, and Treating of Steel", 
Pittsburgh, Pa., 1951. 
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One of thou will bi described a¿ an example. 

Perhaps the moat efficient method of rolling sheete and strip ie the con- 

tinuo«! hot atrip «ill.   Such villi »rt largì in lin, «ft« half a Mit long 

and produci a fini quality of product.   SOM of tin newer continuo«! hot itrip 

BUII han an annual capacity in exceaa of 5»000,000 not toni, and can hi fully 

operated hy a lyitim of computerà.     In gmiral auch mill! conaiit of k roughing 

standi and 5 to T finishing etanda, ai mil aa additional facilitili for leali 

breakiag, dianing and coiling* 

Ite aemi-finiabed steel ilaha an mechanically puahad fro« tin continuoui 

rateatine: fumacia and COM to rat on thi higinning of thi long i«riii of roll 

tablea em which th«y aovo to thi sill proper.   Tat firtt two operation! charac- 

tiriitic of o continuo«! hot itrip »ill aro uiually a vortical idging mill and 

o horizontal ecali breaker.   Thi function of than silla il to condition too 

turfaci of thi alab and to looion too tcali and othor aurfaci lapurltiii.   Aa 

the alab eon»! out of thi rolli of tin horiaontal icali breaker, it is •objected 

to high pniiun water aprayi which remore tao leali froa tai alab lurface. 

Although tai veter ipraya do niult in minor t aupar atura losan, tao hiat within 

tao alab la non than sufficient to offiit taon lossn and thus koopi thi 

at a imitami! levol for tao high apotd rolling oporationa. 

Tao horiaontal »call breaker la uaually o two alali mill, but la loao 

amy ho a k alan iaitallation.   Ite rolli for tala mill aro drlvon by 

omo of a aot of ilectric motori which previde tai nqjuiiiti amounta of power 

for ite adii,   laoh adii atoad la tao complex li driroa by iti ova indiTidual 

la ordir io oaamro amwdaum pouor availability at any timi.   Tarn motori 

locatod la a aotor room «aioli la ccnitructed parallel and adjacent to the 

aot strip arili ittolf.   Ite hump »war re*«Jrevjsmti of tatet motor» an not as 
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large as are those of the "blooming mill, however, they are often as great as 

horsepower, for the "broadside and roughing mills. The hot strip motor 

room,  like the "blooming mill motor room, must be carefully ventilated to allow 

maximum efficiency of these motors« 

Prior to passing through the first roughing mill., Which is called a 

broadside mill, the slab passes over a turntable or slat turner which sometimes 

turns the slab a full 90 degrees and allows it to pass "broadside through the 

first stand of rolls. If this is done another turntable on the other side of 

the rolls straightens the slab again. This procesa widens the slab. Generally, 

tilt broadside mill is a k high mill, in which the wo center rolls are consider- 

ably smaller than the remaining two. These smaller rolls, or "work rolls" are 

the middle rolls, and it is these which act-dally come in contact with the steel 

and reduce its thickness. Above and below the working rolls are the two additional 

rolls which are considerably larger in diameter called back-up rolls, and whose 

function it is to exert pressure on the working rolls in order to keep the smaller 

rolls in uniform physical condition, and tc provide some additional rolling 

strength» One additional set of rolls, the vertical edging rolls are often in- 

cluded and these are placed in such a position that they square off the slab 

edge before it passes through the horizontal relis. 

After passing through the broadside mill, -he elongated slab then moves 

through a mechanical slab squeezer. This is designed to squeeze the slab to its 

proper width specification, and also to square off the irc-ss section in order 

to allow for a more uniform final product. Cuce the slab has passed through 

the slab squeezer, it moves to the succeeding roughing mills. These remaining 

roughing mills are basically similar to the broadside mill. They have four 

rolls and reduce the slab in thickness and increase it in length. Thus, the 
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rolling speed of each mill «ait be proportionally incrased with respect to the 

ltngth and thickness of th« flab. 

In placa of th« 3 or k roughing mill« m«ntion«d in th« preceeding discussion, 

lom« hot «trip alili are a r«v«r«ing mill, similar in design to th« primary r«- 

T«r«ing mill.   Thi« typ« of installation is chaaper with r«sp«ct to investm«nt 

cost, hut will usually limit th« capacity of th« mill to a l«v«l of production 

somewhat lass than th« hot mill with four roughing stands. 

Prier to «nt«ring th« finishing train of the continuous hot strip mill, 

the   elongated slab it cropped and is pasted through a s«cond seal« breaker and 

nit of high pressure water sprayt*   The function of these operations is to 

scale and thus help to provide for a better surface. 

Taa «lab is than passed into the finishing train or finishing mill which 

consist of from 5 te T finishing steads each with k rolls.   These stands 

arc tat very clore together to that th« strip is in all of them at one time« 

Itali of th«s« stands roll th« section of steel thinaner and it becomes longer, 

tint, atea rolla at an accelerated speed when compared with the proceeding 

stand*   when th« et«el sheet emerges from the last stand of the finishing train 

it will he traveling at a «peed of from 2200 to 2500 feet per miaute.   High 

pressor« water sprays are then used to cool the steel as it travels ovar th« 

roll «at table.   Two or tar«« collars rapidly coil the steel iato large coils 

•esily tmited te lnt«rplant transportation and additional rolling and finishing 
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million tons of capacity as found in the Sparrows Point Plant of 

Bethlehem Steel and the Gary Steel Works in the United States. 

Semi-integrated mills can range in size and type of product from 

a small electric furnace, which may produce 10, 000 tons of steel a 

year and a bar mill to roll this steel into concrete reinforcing bars to 

a 5 or 600,000 ton plant with a number of large electric furnaces and 

a variety of finishing facilities such as the one planned for Pakistan. 

The non-integrated mill category embraces a great variety of steel 

rolling operations and would include any type of mill which imports 

steel for further processing. 

The deUils oí an integrated and non-inte graced mill are given 

below and it will be noted that each represents a planned facility in 

a developing economy. 

Integrated Plant 

The integrated steel mill describee here represente the first stage 

oí the proposed Bokaro mill in India.   Although this mill is still in the 

planning stage, and the information contained is subject to change, the 

description will provide an example oí the manner in which steelmaking 

and rolling iacilities are combined to form a fully integrated mill. 

The mUl, in its first stage, is designed to produce the following 

product mix: 
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a. Hot Rolled Sheet, Strip and Skelp 300, 000 metric tons 

b. Cold Rolled Sheet, Strip and Skelp 250, 000 metric tons 

c. Galvanized Sheet 130, 000 metric tons 

d. Plate 360,000 metric tons 

Total Finished Products                             1, 040, 000 metric tons 

The ingot production necessary to produce this 1, 040, 000 tons of finished 

products is estimated at 1,400,000 and thus the blast furnace and steelmaking 

operations must be geared to this level.    Considerable excess rolling capacity 

is allowed in order to process the additional steel to be produced in stages 

2 and 3.   Estimate   costs per ur.it of production of ingots and finished 

products are as follows:   cost per ton of ingots, 650 U.S.A. dollars, cost 

ptr ton of finished products, 880 U. S. A   dollars.   In addition to the cost 

oí the steel plant itself, it is also estimated that additional costs for such 

items as water canals, dams, extension of power, rail and road systems, 

the townsite and other associated items will total in excess of 133 million 

U.S. A. dollars.    The facilities which will be cons tructed to form this 

mill consist of the following: 

Coke Facilities: The mill will have 2 batteries of coke ovens, 

each containing 174 ovens, the aggregate capacity of which are 

about 1.27 million tons per year.   Other coke plant facilities 

will includ coke crushing and screening equipment, as well at 

coke transportation facilities. 
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Steelmaking Furnaces:    Steel ia to be manufactured in four 

75 ton electric arc furnaces which will be of the swing roof 

top charge variety.    Two 70 ton main hoist cranes with 15- 

ton auxiliary hoists are also provided.   Each furnace is equipped 

with an 18,750 K. V.A. power transformer and two 15,000 

K. V.A. synchronous condensers are also included.   The teeming 

aisle is equipped with 75 ton teeming ladles, a 110 ton overhead 

crane and the necessary ingot pouring facilities. 

Continuous Casting Equipment:   The continuous casting unit to 

be installed in this mill is a 4-strand curved mold machine.    The 

machine will be capable of producing blooms 6" x 6" or larger 

or billets 4 inches square.   Because of the steel furnace heat 

sise, the casting of billets in somewhat restricted due to the 

reduced metal requirement of smaller sections.    Continuous 

casting will not be used to cast slabs because of the technical 

difficulties associated with the processes. 

Ingot Preparation and Treatment:   In the production oí flat rolled 

products, the conventional ingot casting methods must be used 

and this requires the use of soaking pits, stripper cranes and 

a slabbing mill.    Ths soaking pit facilities consist of two, three 

bole batteries.   Each hole is 8 leet by 24 feet and 13 feet deep. 

Temperature requirements ara approximately 2200 degrees. 

.1 
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Slabbing and Roughing Mill:   Rolling facilities needed to 

reduce ingots into more workable shops consist of a 36 inch 

by 66 inch 2 high reversing slabbing roughing mill.    The 

horizontal rolls of this mill are driven by a 5000 horsepower 

electric motor while the vertical edging mills are driven by a 

2000 H.P.  motor.    The mill is equipped with a hot shear 

capable of cutting sections up to 6 inches thick and 50 inches 

wide.   The steel ingot is first rolled to a thickness of about 

6 inches and then it may be further rolled to a thickness of 

about 5/8 inch to 1 1/2 inches. 

Hot Strip Mill:   The hot strip mill is a single stand 4 high 

reversing mill,  26 1/2 inches and 49 inches by 56 inches. 

Each unit is driven by a 6000 horsepower electric motor. 

Such a mill is capable of rolling the strip to a minimum thick- 

ness of 0. 075 inches or plates with a thickness range of 1/4 

inch to 1 inch.   Maximum roll speed is about 1850 feet per 

minute.   This mill is also equipped with 2200 pound per square 

inch descaling water sprays. 

Rail and Structural Mills :  The rolling equipment for these 

products is a 26 inch mill with a capacity of about 30 ton per 

hour.   Such a mill produces rails up to 100 pounds per yard, 

structural shapes 6 to 12 inches, equal leg angles from 6 

inches by 6 inches and billets down to a minimum of 2 inches 

by 2 inches.   This mill consists of 3 stands which are side 
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made it easier to obtain higher temperature! and to maintain a given 

temperature level during catting,  but the hot metal when lip-poured 

was drawn off from beneath t \e slag at the top of the ladle and so 

contained a greater amount of slag inclusions.    In the cooling section, 

pilot machines differed in the design of water-spray jets and support- 

ing equipment.    In the cutting section a number of methods were used 

including oxyacetylene torches which moved downward at the same 

speed as the casting,  hydraulic shears and sliding hears.    In the cas« 

of the discharge arrangement the various machines utilised such means 

as roller conveyors, tilter baskets, inclined elevators and bending 

devices. 

The development of a suitable mold has been one of the most impor- 

tant factors governing the rate of growth of continuous casting.    The 

pilot plants under discussion all employed vertically-supported, water- 

cooled molds, but a number of different features of mold operations were 

used and it is mainly through these differences that the various casting 

processes are distinguished. 

The earliest continuous casting processes employed rigidly mounted 

or fixed molds together with uniform rates for pouring the hot metal and 

the withdrawal of the finished section.    Efficient mold lubrication was 

essential to prevent surface fractures in the section cast and only low 

casting speeds were attainable.    The earliest development program in 

the United States for the continuous casting of steel was based on the 
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Blast Furnaces:    In its first stage,  the mill will consist of 2 

blast furnaces,  each with a capacity of 1. 25 million tons per 

year.    The approximate hearth size of the furnaces will be 

30' 6".    Auxiliary facilities include three 30" diameter and 135' 

high hot blast stoves per furnace,   3 turbo blowers,   g¿s washing 

and cleaning facilities and other related blast furnace equipment. 

Steelmaking Facilities:    Basic oxygen sr.eelmaking furnaces 

have been selected as the method of steel manufacture.    The 

mills   first construction phase will call for twc 170 ton per heat 

B. O. F's, and the necessary oxygen.    The aggregate annual steel- 

making capacity of this steel shop is about 1.4 million tons. 

Soaking Pits:   Soaking pit facilities will include 6 rows of 24 pits, 

each pit having a capacity of 150 to 200 tons of ingots. 

Primary Rolling Mill:   A universal slabbing mill with an annual 

capacity of about 4 million tons will serve as the method of rolling 

ingots into semi-finished slabs.    The general features of this 

mill are as follows: 

One 46" x 90" two high horizontal roll stand 

One 38" x 84" vertical mill stand 

One two-side scrafing machine 

Ont 2700 ton hydraulic slab sheer. 
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Hot Strip Mill:   The continuous hot strip mill will have a rated 

annual capacity of approximately 3. 5 million tons.    The mill 

will consist of a broadside mill, 4 roughing stands and a 6-stand 

finishing train as well as the necessary auxiliary facilities.    The 

general features of these mills are as follows: 

One 46" x 80" two high roughing mill 

Four 46" x 6C" x 80" four high roughing stands. 

Four 33" vertical edgers 

One 25" x 80" two high finishing scale breaker 

Six 28 1/2" x 80" fcur high finishing stands 

Three 30" x 80" hot strip coiiers. 

Strip Processing: A single 74" continuous pickle line will be used to 

prepare the coils for further reduction. 

Cold Reduction: The cold reduction mill planned for the first stage of 

this mill has a 1 million ton annual capacity. This mill will consist of 

four 23" x 60" x 80" four high roll stands. 

Annealing:  Box type annealing will be used for the coils in this mill. 

Six 4 stack annealing furnaces and six 1 stack furnaces are planned 

to re-heat the cold rolled sheet and strip. 

Temper Mill:   A single 26" x 60" x 80" four high single stand temper 

mill is also planned for further sheet and coil treatment. 

Additional facilities will include a shear and slitting line, a level- 

ing andshearing unit and a galvanizing line. 
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Semi-Integrated 

In many ways semi-integrated plants offer the best possibilities for a 

developing economy when the country is establishing its domestic industry. 

This assumes that scrap is available through imports and/or some 

domestic supply.    Such a semi-integrated mill is currently oeing planned 

for Pakistan.    This particular plant is designed to have an initial capacity 

of 375, 000 tons of finished products of which half will be flat rolled 

products and half bars and rails and accessories.    The plant will serve 

at a model of a semi-integrated mill with ;he following facilities: 

Dock Facilities:    The dock facilities of a medium size semi- 

integrated plant should provide equipment for the efficient 

unloading and transfer of the necessary amount of scrap. 

Further, if steel products are to be shipped by water it 

•hould also include facilities designed to handle the partic- 

ular types of products to be shipped.   In light of scrap 

requirements, magnetic unloaders, clamshell buckets and 

rail cars and tracks are   needed.   The capacity and 

location of these facilities with respect to each other is 

determined principally by the amount and volume of ship 

traffic.    Obviously a plant located inland would not require 

dock facilities but would need material handling equipment. 
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by side,  2 of which are 3 high and the last which is a 2 

high mill.   Electric motors which deliver 2000 horsepower 

drive these mills. 

Continuous Pickle Line:  Coils from 24 to 50 inches wide can 

be pickled on this line.    The thickness of the metal is limited 

to a maximum of 0. 125 inches.    The entry speed on this 

continuous pickle line is about 465 feet per minute. 

Cold Reduction Mill:    The cold reduction mill to be used in 

this mill is a single stand 4-high reversing mill.    The work rolli 

on this mill are driven by 3500 horsepower motors which provide 

a maximum rolling speed of about 2000 feet per minute. 

Electrostatic Cleaning Facilities:   The electrostatic cleaning 

line which is designed to clean strip up to 48 ine he s wide and 

from 0. 0625 inches in thickness to . 008 has an operating capacity 

of about 30 tons per hour. 

Finishing Facilities:    This proposed plant will also be equipped 

with 7 single stack annealing furnaces that are designed to hold 

a stack of coils with a maximum outer diameter of 60 inches and 

of maximum height of 162 inches.   The temper mill will be a 

•ingle stand 4 high mill with a capacity to roll strip and sheet 

at a maximum speed of 2500 feet per minute.    The work rolle 

on this mill are driven by 700 horsepower motors.   An electrolytic 

tinning line and a hot dip galvanising line are also to be provided 

for the coating of sheet and strip. 



• • 
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fixed meld rotte «fit.   tl wit inaugurated in Ii4l   1941 by ftepublii  tttel 

Corporation and after 1944 wat urrifrf on a* « joint venture between 

Republic and the Babeo« li and Wilco» Tube fntttptny,     By mid« 1*149 

good catta war« produted on a pilot (*< tlity at Heaver falla,  Pennsylvania, 

but ••rioua problemi wart encountered in tooling the stationary mold 

wall and ratting ratee war« low by current standards (60 in« hat per 

minuta with oval shapes). 

Babe or k and Wilcox developed, built and installed the fi rat conti« - 

uout catting unit for romm«riral ut« in the United Statat,    It waa 

delivered to the Roanoke Electric Steel Corporation in December 1%¿, 

following more than fifteen yeara of development work at Beaver fallt. 

Unlike the earlier Babcock and Wilcox pilot machinée, the production 

model ut et two reciprocating moldt, vertically supported and water- 

cooled.   The two-itrand machine can produce caatinga which range 

from 3x3 inchea to 6 x 6 inchea.   In caating 41/2 inch billett, hourly 

catting ratea average about 15 tona par atrand.    It taket 40 minute» to 

catt a 22 ton heat into 700 feet of billett.    Thia amountt to 10S ine he • 

per minute per atrand. 

At hat been notad, the catting ratea attainable with the fixed mold 

were limited and to increate them the "paute and pull" method of catting 

wat uted.    The mold remained fined, but inttead oi the withdrawal rate 

remaining constant in direct relation to the rate of pouring,  it waa 

interrupted - either halted completely or slowed down • at specific 
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intervals to that a tenet of withdrawal« occurred, each more rapid 

than the pouring raie.    Ai a re.ult,  the level of hot metal within the 

moid wat mad« to rüe and (all.    Thi. created conditions in the mold 

which wer» ürnüar to those obtained by moving the mold,   but the contin- 

ued alteration and decleration of the pinch rolls proved a disadvantage 

partie ulariv in the casting of large sections.   (The pause and pull method 

was employed with some degree of success by Babcock and Wilcox at 

th« Beaver Falls pilot facility.) 

One it«p removed from the fixed or rigidly mounted mold is the 

•firing mounted mold.    Th« spring mounting makes it possible for the 

mold to move downward with the section thus increasing the time for 

solidification and separation of the section from the mold wall.    As the 

mold moves downward the upward pressure imparted by the springs 

increase» eventually forcing the separation of the casting from the mold 

wall and returning the mold to its original position. 

The most widely used method of mold design at present is the vertically 

reciprocating mold.    This type of mold movement made it possible to 

Increase casting speed, significantly.    The mold is mounted to move down- 

ward at the same speed a. the cast section for a short distance, usually 

within the maximum limit of 1 inch,  and to return at an accelerated rate 

to it. original position; this accelerated rate usually is about three times 

the rate of withdrawal of the casting.   Thus the quiescent state between 

IH« casting and the mold is maintained during the downward movement 

•M 
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and it imparts a sound surface to the casting.    The accelerated upward 

movement, while it does result in some disturbance,  strips the mold 

from the skin formed during the previous downward movement,  and thus 

permits the mold to be stripped under greatly reduced drag as compared 

with the fixed mold process. 

The earliest continuous casting machine with a reciprocating mold 

to be used for casting steel was installed in 1948 at a pilot plant of the 

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation.    In thip instance the process as 

developed for casting other metals was carried over into steel.    In fact, 

the machine was originally designed to cast brass in slabs at 15 x 4 inches. 

In casting steel, temperature requirements and cooling conditions proved 

troublesome and the height of the tower wa* limited so that the distance 

between the mold bottom and the pinch rolls, although insufficient,  could 

not be increased.    This severely limited potential casting speeds, but 

the machine was still capable of casting stainless steel slabs of reasonably 

good quality.    Subsequently continuous casting machines for steel were 

installed in Germany, Sweden,  France, Austria, England, Japan and 

Canada. 

An early commercial s te e Ima kin g machine with a reciprocating mold 

was installed at Atlas Steel, Ltd., in Weiland, Ontario.   Construction 

was begun in 1952 and square or rectangular sections were cast in molds 

20 inches in length made of oxygen-free, high conductivity copper.   In 

1956 casting speeds of 175 inches per minute were possible. 
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The reciprocating mold hai alto been employed with negative strip, 

that ia,  in its oiciliation the mold descends not at the tame rate at the 

casting but at a slighly faster rate thus reducing mold drag during 

stripping to zero or to negative amounts.    The skin is stripped during 

the downward movement of the mold, whereas in the normal procedure 

it was stripped during the upward movement,  hence the term "negative 

strip. "   The process was first introduced in 1952 at the Barrow Steel 

Works in Great Britain to produce small sections at casting speeds much 

faster than previously achieved.    Results with small sections were 

favorable as is indicated by a speed of 570 inches per minute attained in 

casting 2 inch billets.    In 1959 operations were started on a machine 

designed to cast large sections.   Improvements were apparent in surface 

quality and speeds of from 40 to 48 inches per minute were attained with 

9 inch square blooms and slabs of 36 x 5 inches.    This process is seen as 

a significant advance toward filling the need of higher casting speeds and 

increased rates of production. 

The most recent development in the area of mold design and operation 

is "curved mold" machine.   In this process the mold is still oscillated 

and water-cooled, but the mold itself as veil as the cooling chamber are 

curved rather than vertically supported.   This reduced the height of the 

casting machine to less than one-third that of a vertical unit,  roughtly 

20 feet as compared with 75 feet.   One of the major advantages of the 

curved mold ma chine is that it simplifies building requirements since 

small to medium sized units can be constructed within existing plant 
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structurel.     Virtual m«ihini>i, with ih* casting floor high above ground 

level,  require new building i ©netrui tion and,  » mttequentty,   entail added 

cotti.    The  (urvtd mold unii further reduces coite Hy eliminating several 

machinery componente.    Thti contribulee to machine lightness and 

reduced foundation requirements      figure  It    iiluetrates the two typet of 

machinée and Figure 1¿ illustrates the procrei 

Freatat Statue of Continuous Castina 

Since 1960, alghough pilot plant work and the further development of 

te crini quei on a tett baait hat continued, emphaeis hat been turned to the 

installation of production facilitiet.    The increate in the commerciti 

application of continu oui catting for tteel repretente a consolidation of 

tuccettful procedures developed through pilot plant activity and, at a 

retult, tubttantial difference! which dittinguithed pilot facilitiet and 

earl/ production planta have been largely eliminated.    Thie it particularly 

true of the difference! in molds tince it hai been established that tome 

reciprocation of the mold it of advantage in a commercially acceptable 

procett.    Two typet of reciprocating moldt have been widely adopted, the 

vertical straight mold with a vertical qone of aecondary cooling water 

aprayt beneath the mold and the curved mold with a curved aecondary 

cooling tone.   Reciprocation takes place either by the Jung han • method in 

which the descent of the mold and that of the catting are equal, or by the 

Barrow method wherein the deacrnt of the mold tlightly exceedt tht'c of 

the catting. 

Table 1 lists the number and location of continuous catting plants 




